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Maribo, Østofte+Nørreballe, Bandholm & area

Site  Registration
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1: Bandholm / 2: Østofte + Nørreballe / 3: Ryde Sawmill / 4: Maribo / 5: General area
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Bandholm culture house (seasonal)

Bandholm is a coastal town, about eight kilometers from Maribo with a population 
of 630 people. This spring a sandy beach was established in front of Bandholm 
Hotel. The town used to have a school, but today the children go to the school in 

Østofte. 
From Bandholm Harbour there is ferries to Askø and Lilleø, as well as a harbour 
bath. The old train tracks from Maribo are now driven by the local vintage train 

club, and used as a part of the museum. On the main street is an old storage buil-
ding now seasonal used as a culture house. 

The town contains small old town houses in the center of the town, and single 
family houses of newer standard when you approach the edge of the town. 

The major tourist attraction of the town is Knuthenborg Safaripark. 

1 Bandholm
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Single family house street in Bandholm New beach, Bandholm
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The bath club
Knuthenborg Safari Park
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The town of Nørreballe is located 7 km. from Maribo and is currently more or less 
grown together with the town of Østofte. The small towns has a strong commu-
nity that is often exercised in the community house, the gym hall, where there is 

held ”fastelavn” as well as fleamarkets. The town (s) has a school, a gym, a hotel, 
a church and a local brugsen. On the edge of the town Enghavegård nursery is 

located, where there is produced amongst others, potatoes and strawberries, and 
where it is also possible to pick your own strawberries when in season.  

2 Østofte + Nørreballe
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Main street 
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Community House

Main street, looking out of the town
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Østofte gym
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Ryde Sawmill is a closed down sawmill. The sawmill is placed on a large area on 
the edge of Christiansæde forest, a few minutes walk from Ryde train station, on 

the way fro Maribo to Nakskov. 
The sawmill has been closed for over ten years but the industrial soul is still very 

present in the decayed building mass. With the placement on the edge of the 
forest and close to the train station the sawmill has a great potential of getting 

developed and reused for recreational purposes.

3 Ryde sawmill

Entrance / from outside
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Ryde Sawmill Ryde Sawmill
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Ryde Sawmill Ryde Sawmill
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Ryde Sawmill

Ryde Sawmill
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Maribo is the only growing town on Lolland. The town originates from 1416 when 
Queen Margrethe established the Maribo Monastary. Today the cathedral is one 

of the tourist attractions in Maribo. 
Besides the 6000 people living in maribo the town also house one of the two the 

high schools of the island, technical schools, and primary schools. 
Maribo lakes are one of the main qualities of the town, and it is also a nature 

reserve.  The center of the town, the town square is placed off the main pedestri-
an  street, where most shops are situated. The town has many one and two storey 

buildings as well as detached houses. The station, the lake, the highschool, the 
theatre, the culture house and museums is just a few minutes walk from the town 

square.  

4 Maribo

Maribo Station
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Maribo Town Square Street from the town square to the cathedral & Maribo lakes
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To cathdral

Cathedral
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Maribo Lakes Maribo Lakes
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Lake view from camping

Stream connecting the lakes
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Stream off the lake Pond in forest
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Hylddalen outdoor scene Bangs have Restaurant
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The area is dominated by the many fields of rape and other types of seeds.  
The coast seems abandoned and is not very accessible. 

The existing forest is mainly beech and birch and a younger under forest of pione-
er trees. 

The the area there is also energy willow and a small berry plantation to be found, 
as well as a young apple orchard. 

The building mass is a mix of older farm buildings and newer industrial buildings 
and silos. 

5 General area

Coast north of Bandholm
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Coast seen from Bandholm Path by the sea
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Rape seed field Plowed field
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Beech forest

Drainage in forest
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Mixed culture, Birch & Maple
Energy willow
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Berry Field Buildings on the edge of forest
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Typical house off the road Abandond house
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Farm building in decay

All photos are taken during winter/ spring 2016, and photos on page: are taken from the 

facebook group ”Østofte Hillested Håndboldklub”, ”Østofte Kirke i børnehøjde” and ”Eng-

havegård Gartneri”. 


